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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

COLLECTION INVENTORY (maybe break these up into series)

1.1 Rosemary McGunnigle, Senior Thesis Project – “Students in Higher Education: Self-identification and the children of Latin America raised in the United States” [Tape CTX00957, VHS00198-200]
1.4 Josh Frederick – “A Life History of Regina Spiegal”. Independent Study for Prof. Kim Rogers [Tape CTX00952-954]
1.6 Christine Myers Crist, interviewed by Genevieve Susanne Ward. Apr. 24, 1998 [Tape CTX00955]
1.7 Jane Myers Seller, interviewed by Genevieve Susanne Ward. Apr. 14, 1998 [Tape CTX00956]
1.9 Stephanie L. Mathias, Senior Thesis – “America’s Short-Changed Poor: The Plight of the Foster Care System” – 1994-1995

* David Katz Collection
Norwich, England
Jan.-Jun. 1998
1.10 Norwich Community Development Areas
1.11 Ann Pringle and Jackie Mosley, interviewed by David Kates. May 21, 1998 [Tape CTX00947]
1.13 Angela Stevenson, interviewed by David Kates. May 6, 1998 [Tape CTX00948]

* Dana Research Internship – Student Interviews by Adam Root
   Adam Root
   9 Eagle St.
   North East, PA 16428)
   (No transcripts completed)
   *
   Speakers

   Lindy Wilson (South African Filmmaker), interviewed by Profs. Rose, Rogers and Malmsheimer. Apr. 15, 1998 [Tape CTX00958]

   *
   Carlisle Brest Cancer Project
   American Studies 302
   Workshop in Field Methods
   Ashley Lakin and Katie Creme

   ABC Contact Information
   Ethnography Project Sample Questions

   ABC’s April Meeting, Apr. 12, 2006 (notes)
   Kathy Morelock, interviewed by Ashley Lakin. Apr. 20, 2006
   Lucile Simpson, interviewed by Ashley Lakin. Apr. 22, 2006
   Sue Newman, interviewed by Katie Creme. Apr. 24, 2006
   Karen Chestnut, interviewed by Katie Creme. Apr. 25, 2006

   (number tapes once they all come in)
   *

   MEDIA

   AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES

   CTX00844:  Rev. William Mills, interviewed by (KM?) Nov. 13, 1998 [Tape 1]
   CTX00845:  Rev. William Mills, interviewed by (KM?) Nov. 13, 1998 [Tape 2]
   CTX00846:  Rev. William Mills, interviewed by (KM?) Nov. 20, 1998 [Tape 1]
CTX00974: Jerry Ward, interviewed by Jessica Bylander. Nov. 18, 2005
CTX00975: Ezequiel Alvarado Aguilar (Past Jefe)
CTX00976: Ramon Alvarado Velazquez
CTX00977: (Unidentified 1, Spanish, malmsheimer camera)
CTX00978: (Unidentified 2, k. korell)

CTX00979: Stephan Reid, interviewed by Lonna Malmsheimer and Kim Lacy Rogers – 2005 (TMI related)

***

CTX00987: James Ellison, interviewed by Kristina Smith. Oct. 21, 2005 (for CSC newsletter)
CTX00988: Kim Lacy Rogers, interviewed by Kristina Smith. Apr. 7, 2006 (for CSC newsletter)

VIDEO TAPES

VHS00199: Dario Rosario – Feb. 7, 2001
VHS00200: Carlos Morales – Feb. 25, 2001
VHS00272: Southern Culture Video: Waking in Mississippi
VHS00273: TimeLine Presents: The Buffalo Soldiers
VHS00274: Black Voices Lecture – Feb. 12, 1998 (ATS)
VHS00278: *I’ll Make Me A World*: Documentary of African American Artist [Part 3]
VHS00279: Dr. Glasco – Mar. 26, 1999
VHS00280: The Dialogue: Conversations on Black Representations
VHS00281: “Clothesline” – Susan Rose and Lonna Malmsheimer

DV TAPES

DVX00230: Cameroon Night – Oct. 20
DVX00231: Mary Marshall Clark, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn and Lauren Cencic (camera) – Mar. 11, 2005
DVX00232: Jerry Ward, interviewed by Jessica Bylander – Nov. 18, 2005
DVX00233: Jerry Ward Lecture, “The Black Arts Movement” – Nov. 18, 2005
DVX00234: Art Frank Lecture – Apr. 21, 2005 [Tape 1]
DVX00235: Art Frank Lecture – Apr. 21, 2005 [Tape 2]

PATAGONIA

CTX00890: Practice Interviews: Jasmin, Colleen, Angela, Maria Jose Gustavo
CTX00891: Video No. 1: Practice with Karla, Lisa and David; Interview with Prof. Borges; Interview with Sonia Ivanoff.
CTX00892: Video 3: Asodo.
CTX00894: Tour Km. 8: Walking and Driving.

MEXICO ’03

This collection register was prepared by Jessica Bylander, Mar. 2006.